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—Abstract—
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Topic

Termination is the property of a program that regardless of the input, execution of the
program will always come to a halt eventually. Although this property is undecidable,
since the early 2000s fully automated techniques and tools for termination analysis have
flourished, as witnessed also by the annual International Termination Competition [7]. In
particular, automated termination analysis has been a very active topic of research for term
rewriting. At the same time, term rewriting allows for a convenient representation of userdefined data structures via terms. This makes term rewriting an attractive target language
for termination proving of programs via translations from dedicated programming language
front-ends [3, 4, 5].
The goal of the course is to present both the general approach used for such translations and to look into concrete realizations for specific programming languages. As examples, in the course we shall discuss the lazy functional programming language Haskell [3]
and the object-oriented imperative language Java [5]. In both cases, the program is executed symbolically from its entry point with suitable generalization steps to obtain an
over-approximation of all possible computations. A common theme for the symbolic state
representations (the “abstract domains”) for the different programming languages is to capture aspects of the program states that lend themselves to a representation as terms. From
this program analysis, we extract a term rewrite system such that a termination proof for
this term rewrite system would imply termination of the original program. This approach
enables a re-use of termination provers for term rewriting also for widely used programming
languages, thus applying term rewriting as an intermediate language for proving program
termination.
As far as time permits, we will also briefly discuss instantiations of this approach for
the programming languages Prolog [4] and C [6] as well as extensions of standard term
rewriting by built-in integer arithmetic [1, 2].
The course is complemented by hands-on exercises that allow the students to perform
such translations both with pen and paper and with the help of the automatic termination
analysis tool AProVE [2].
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Learning Goals
• To construct an over-approximation of all program executions for Haskell and Java
programs that is geared towards termination proving via term rewriting.
• To extract term rewrite systems from this over-approximation so that termination of
the term rewrite system implies termination of the original program.
• To obtain an intuition for the choice of abstract domain for a given programming
language for such over-approximations.
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Prerequisites

Familiarity with the basics of term rewriting. Some familiarity with functional and objectoriented programming.
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